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Abstract—We give a novel tableau calculus and an optimal
(EXPTIME) tableau decision procedure based on the calculus
for the satisfiability problem of propositional dynamic logic
with converse. Our decision procedure is formulated with global
caching and can be implemented together with useful optimiza-
tion techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION

Propositional dynamic logic (PDL) is widely used in many
areas, including program verification, theory of action and
change as well as knowledge representation (see, e.g., [2],
[4], [13]). PDL can be also be used as a description logic
and applied in reasoning about structured knowledge. The
correspondence between PDL and description logics was first
described in Schild’s paper [22]. Extending PDL with the
converse operator, the number restriction constructors, and “in-
dividuals” (for expressing ABoxes), one obtains the expressive
description logic CIQ [7].

One of the basic inference problems in PDL is to check
satisfiability of a set of formulas. Other inference problems
in PDL are usually reducible to this problem. Fischer and
Ladner [6] proved that the satisfiability problem of PDL is
EXPTIME-complete.

Efficient decision procedures for modal logics (like PDL)
and description logics are often based on tableaux [1],
[20]. The approach is natural and many useful optimization
techniques have been developed for tableau decision proce-
dures [5], [14], [16]. The first EXPTIME tableau decision
procedure for PDL was given by Pratt [20]. The essence of
his procedure is based on constructing an “and-or” graph for
the considered set of formulas by using tableau rules and
global caching, and then checking whether a model for the
set can be extracted from the graph. However, the formulation
of his procedure is a bit too indirect: it goes via a labeled
tableau calculus, tree-like labeled tableaux, tree-like traditional
(“lean”) tableaux, and “and-or” graphs.

Extending PDL with the converse operator we obtain the
logic CPDL. This logic is more expressive than PDL [13,
Theorem 10.15], but has the same complexity EXPTIME for
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the satisfiability problem as PDL [24].1 In [3], De Giacomo
and Massacci gave a non-optimal NEXPTIME tableau algo-
rithm for checking satisfiability in CPDL and described how
to transform the algorithm to an EXPTIME version. However,
the description is informal and unclear: the transformation
is based on Pratt’s global caching method formulated for
PDL [20], but no global caching method has been formalized
and proved sound for labeled tableaux that allow modifying
labels of ancestor nodes in order to deal with converse. In [5],
Donini and Massacci stated that the caching optimization
technique “prunes heavily the search space but its unrestricted
usage may lead to unsoundness [37]. It is conjectured that
‘caching’ leads to EXPTIME-bounds but this has not been
formally proved so far, nor the correctness of caching has been
shown.” [5, Page 89].2 Furthermore, implementing a variation
of the mentioned algorithm of De Giacomo and Massacci for
PDL, Schmidt could not make her program run correctly for
all cases [23]. This at least means that the algorithm is not easy
to implement. As far as we know and according to [1, page
26], no EXPTIME tableau provers have been implemented for
CPDL.

In this work we give an EXPTIME tableau decision proce-
dure for the satisfiability problem of CPDL, to which various
useful optimization techniques can be applied. Our procedure
for CPDL is based on Pratt’s algorithm for PDL [20] and our
tableau decision procedure for regular grammar logics with
converse [18]. Similarly as in [18], to deal with converse
we use an analytic cut rule, which is a kind of “guessing
the future” for nodes in traditional (unlabeled) tableaux. Our
formulation of tableaux is directly based on constructing an
“and-or” graph by using traditional (unlabeled) tableau rules
and global caching. It is therefore simpler and more direct for
implementation than the one given by Pratt for PDL [20].

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section II
we recall basic definitions. Next, in Section III we develop
a tableau calculus for CPDL. In Section IV we outline the

1Using CPDL as a description logic, the converse operator is very useful.
For example, the converse of role has child expresses the role has parent .

2Goré and Nguyen have recently formalized sound global caching [9]–[12]
for traditional (unlabeled) tableaux in a number of modal logics without the
transitive closure (∗ operator), which never look back at ancestor nodes.



proof of completeness of our calculus. In Section V we
present our EXPTIME decision procedure for CPDL, based
on the calculus. Section VI is devoted to some optimizations,
important for implementations. Finally, Section VII concludes
this work. Due to the lack of space, some proofs are presented
only in the full version [17] of this paper.

II. PROPOSITIONAL DYNAMIC LOGIC WITH CONVERSE

We use Π0 to denote the set of atomic programs, and Φ0

to denote the set of propositions (i.e. atomic formulas). We
denote elements of Π0 by letters like σ, and denote elements
of Φ0 by letters like p and q. Formulas and programs in the
primitive language of CPDL are defined respectively by the
following BNF grammar rules:

ϕ ::= > | ⊥ | p | ¬ϕ | ϕ→ ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | 〈α〉ϕ | [α]ϕ

α ::= σ | α;α | α ∪ α | α∗ | α− | ϕ?

We use letters like α, β to denote programs, and ϕ, ψ, ξ to
denote formulas.

A Kripke model is a pair M = 〈∆M, ·M〉, where ∆M is
a set of states, and ·M is an interpretation function that maps
each proposition p to a subset pM of ∆M, and each atomic
program σ to a binary relation σM on ∆M. The interpreta-
tion function is extended to interpret complex formulas and
complex programs as follows:

>M = ∆M, ⊥M = ∅
(¬ϕ)M = ∆M \ ϕM, (ϕ→ ψ)M = (¬ϕ ∨ ψ)M

(ϕ ∧ ψ)M = ϕM ∩ ψM, (ϕ ∨ ψ)M = ϕM ∪ ψM

(〈α〉ϕ)M = {x ∈ ∆M | ∃y(αM(x, y) ∧ ϕM(y) )}
([α]ϕ)M = {x ∈ ∆M | ∀y(αM(x, y)→ ϕM(y) )}

(α;β)M = {(x, y) | ∃z(αM(x, z) ∧ βM(z, y) )}
(α ∪ β)M = αM ∪ βM, (α∗)M = (αM)∗

(α−)M = (αM)−1 = {(y, x) | (x, y) ∈ αM},
(ϕ?)M = {(x, x) | ϕM(x)}

We write M, w |= ϕ to denote w ∈ ϕM. For a set X of
formulas, we write M, w |= X to denote that M, w |= ϕ for
all ϕ ∈ X . IfM, w |= ϕ (resp.M, w |= X), then we say that
M satisfies ϕ (resp. X) at w, and that ϕ (resp. X) is satisfied
at w in M. We say that M validates X if M, w |= X for all
w ∈ ∆M, and that X is satisfiable w.r.t. a set Γ of formulas
used as global assumptions if there exists a Kripke model that
validates Γ and satisfies X at some state.

Remark 1: In this paper, we assume that formulas and
programs are represented in negation-and-converse normal
form (NCNF): in which the connective → does not occur, the
operator ¬ occurs only immediately before propositions, and
the converse program constructor − is used only for atomic
programs. Every formula (resp. program) can be transformed
to an equivalent formula (resp. program) in NCNF.3 For

3Using, e.g., ¬(ϕ∧ψ) ≡ (¬ϕ∨¬ψ), (α;β)− ≡ (β−;α−), (α ∪ β)− ≡
(α− ∪ β−), (ϕ∗)− ≡ (ϕ−)∗, (ϕ?)− ≡ (ϕ?), etc.

example, the NCNF of ¬[((σ1 ∪ σ2);σ∗3 ; p?)−](q ∨ ¬r) is
〈p?; (σ3

−)∗; (σ1
− ∪ σ2

−)〉(¬q ∧ r). We write ϕ to denote the
NCNF of ¬ϕ. Let Π1 = {σ, σ− | σ ∈ Π0}. We call elements
of Π1 simple programs and use letters like ς to denote them.
If ς = σ− then let ς− = σ (NCNF is used here).

III. A TABLEAU CALCULUS FOR CPDL
Let X and Γ be finite sets of formulas in NCNF of the

primitive language. In this section, we develop a tableau
calculus called CCPDL for the problem of checking whether
X is satisfiable w.r.t. the set Γ of global assumptions.

Formulas used in our calculus are formed in the language
that extends the primitive language with auxiliary modal
operators 2ς , where ς ∈ Π1 is a simple program. The operator
2ς has the same semantics as [ς], i.e. (2ςϕ)M def= ([ς]ϕ)M,
and behaves in our calculus as a “blocked version” of [ς].

CPDL has the finite model property: if X is satisfiable
w.r.t. Γ then to construct a Kripke model that satisfies X and
validates Γ one need to explore only formulas from a finite
set cls(X ∪ Γ) – the closure of X ∪ Γ. To define this set we
use the Fischer-Ladner closure specified as follows.

The Fischer-Ladner closure FL(ϕ) and the sets FL2([α]ϕ)
and FL3(〈α〉ϕ) for a formula ϕ and a program α in NCNF
without operators 2ς are the sets of formulas defined as
follows:
FL(>) = {>}, FL(⊥) = {⊥}
FL(p) = {p}, FL(¬p) = {¬p}
FL(ϕ ∧ ψ) = {ϕ ∧ ψ} ∪ FL(ϕ) ∪ FL(ψ)
FL(ϕ ∨ ψ) = {ϕ ∨ ψ} ∪ FL(ϕ) ∪ FL(ψ)
FL([α]ϕ) = FL2([α]ϕ) ∪ FL(ϕ)
FL(〈α〉ϕ) = FL3(〈α〉ϕ) ∪ FL(ϕ)

FL2([ς]ϕ) = {[ς]ϕ}
FL2([α;β]ϕ) = {[α;β]ϕ} ∪ FL2([α][β]ϕ) ∪ FL2([β])ϕ
FL2([α ∪ β]ϕ) = {[α ∪ β]ϕ} ∪ FL2([α]ϕ) ∪ FL2([β])ϕ
FL2([α∗]ϕ) = {[α∗]ϕ} ∪ FL2([α][α∗]ϕ)

FL2([ψ?]ϕ) = {[ψ?]ϕ} ∪ FL(ψ)

FL3(〈ς〉ϕ) = {〈ς〉ϕ}
FL3(〈α;β〉ϕ) = {〈α;β〉ϕ} ∪ FL3(〈α〉〈β〉ϕ) ∪ FL3(〈β〉)ϕ
FL3(〈α ∪ β〉ϕ) = {〈α ∪ β〉ϕ} ∪ FL3(〈α〉ϕ) ∪ FL3(〈β〉)ϕ
FL3(〈α∗〉ϕ) = {〈α∗〉ϕ} ∪ FL3(〈α〉〈α∗〉ϕ)
FL3(〈ψ?〉ϕ) = {〈ψ?〉ϕ} ∪ FL(ψ)

For a set Y of formulas, define the closure cls(Y ) to be
{ϕ,2ςϕ | ς ∈ Π1, ς occurs in Y , and ϕ ∈ FL(ψ) ∪ FL(ψ)
for some formula ψ of the primitive language such that ψ ∈ Y
or 2ς′ψ ∈ Y for some ς ′}.

We will define tableaux as “and-or” graphs. The contents of
a node v of an “and-or” graph are a data structure consisting
of two sets L(v) and rfs(v) of formulas, where L(v) is called
the label of v, and rfs(v) is called “the set of formulas that
have been reduced by a static rule after the last application of
the transitional rule”, which will be clarified shortly.



Our calculus CCPDL will be specified as a finite set of
tableau rules, which are used to expand nodes of “and-
or” graphs. A tableau rule is specified with the following
information:
• the kind of the rule: an “and”-rule or an “or”-rule,
• the conditions for applicability of the rule (if any),
• the priority of the rule,
• the number of successors of a node resulting from apply-

ing the rule to it, and the way to compute their contents.
Usually, a tableau rule is written downwards, with a set of

formulas above the line as the premise, which represents the
label of the node to which the rule is applied, and a number of
sets of formulas below the line as the (possible) conclusions,
which represent the labels of the successor nodes resulting
from the application of the rule. Possible conclusions of an
“or”-rule are separated by |, while conclusions of an “and”-
rule are separated/specified using &. If a rule is a unary rule
(i.e. a rule with only one possible conclusion) or an “and”-
rule then its conclusions are “firm” and we ignore the word
“possible”. An “or”-rule has the meaning that, if the premise
is satisfiable w.r.t. Γ then some of the possible conclusions
are also satisfiable w.r.t. Γ. On the other hand, an “and”-rule
has the meaning that, if the premise is satisfiable w.r.t. Γ then
all of the conclusions are also satisfiable w.r.t. Γ (possibly in
different states of the model under construction). Note that,
apart from the labels, there are also sets rfs( ) to be specified
for the successor nodes.

We use Y to denote a set of formulas, and write Y, ϕ for
Y ∪ {ϕ}. Define tableau calculus CCPDL w.r.t. a set Γ of
global assumptions to be the set of the tableau rules given
in Figure 1. The rule (trans) is the only “and”-rule and the
only transitional rule. Instantiating this rule, for example, to
Y = {〈σ〉p, 〈σ〉q, [σ]r} and Γ = {s} we get two conclusions:
{p, r, s} and {q, r, s}. The other rules of CCPDL are “or”-
rules, which are also called static rules.4 The intuition of the
sorting of static/transitional is that the static rules keep us in
the same state of the model under construction, while each
conclusion of the transitional rule takes us to a new state. For
any rule of CCPDL except (trans), the distinguished formulas
of the premise are called the principal formulas of the rule.
The principal formulas of the rule (trans) are the formulas of
the form 〈σ〉ϕ of the premise. We assume that any one of the
rules (∧), (∨), (2;), (2∪), (2?), (2∗) is applicable to a node
v only when the principal formula does not belong to rfs(v).
Applying a static rule different from (⊥0) and (⊥) to a node
v, for any successor node w of v, let rfs(w) be the set that
extends rfs(v) with the principal formula of the applied rule.
Applying any other rule to a node v, for any successor node
w of v, let rfs(w) = ∅. Recall that rfs(w) stands for “the set
of formulas that have been reduced by a static rule after the
last application of the transitional rule”.

Observe that, by using rfs( ) and the restriction on applica-
bility of the rules (∧), (∨), (2;), (2∪), (2?), and (2∗), in a
sequence of applications of static rules a formula of the form

4Unary static rules can be treated either as “and”-rules or as “or”-rules.

ϕ∧ψ, ϕ∨ψ, [α;β]ϕ, [α∪β]ϕ, [ψ?]ϕ, or [α∗]ϕ may be reduced
(as a principal formula) at most once. We do not adopt the
restriction for the rules (3;), (3∪), (3?), and (3∗) because
we will require formulas of the form 〈α〉ϕ to be “realized”
(in a finite number of steps).

We assume the following preferences for the rules of
CCPDL: the rules (⊥0) and (⊥) have the highest priority; unary
static rules have a higher priority than non-unary static rules;
all the static rules have a higher priority than the transitional
rule (trans).

An “and-or” graph for (X,Γ), also called a tableau for
(X,Γ), is an “and-or” graph defined as follows. The initial
node ν of the graph, called the root of the graph, is specified
by L(ν) = X ∪ Γ and rfs(ν) = ∅. For every node v of the
graph, if a tableau rule of CPDL is applicable to the label
of v in the sense that an instance of the rule has L(v) as
the premise and Z1, . . . , Zk as the possible conclusions, then
choose such a rule accordingly to the preference5 and apply it
to v to create k successors w1, . . . , wk of v with L(wi) = Zi
for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. If the graph already contains a node w′i with the
same contents as wi then instead of creating a new node wi as
a successor of v we just connect v to w′i and assume wi = w′i.
If the applied rule is (trans) then we label the edge (v, wi) by
the principal formula corresponding to the successor wi. If the
rule expanding v is an “or”-rule then v is an “or”-node, else v
is an “and”-node. If no rule is applicable to v then v is an end
node. Note that the graph is constructed using global caching
[10], [12], [20] and the contents of its nodes are unique, and
the sets L(v) and rfs(v) of each node v consist of formulas
from cls(X ∪ Γ).

Notice the restrictions on applicability of the rule (cut). Ob-
serve that if X and Γ do not contain the converse constructor
then the rule (cut) is not used for the construction of any
“and-or” graph for (X,Γ). In that case, the operators 2ς will
not appear, and we can simplify the rule (trans) appropriately
(and delete the rule (cut)) to obtain a simpler calculus for PDL
(without converse).

A marking of an “and-or” graph G is a subgraph G′ of G
such that:
• the root of G is the root of G′.
• if v is a node of G′ and is an “or”-node of G then there

exists at least one edge (v, w) of G that is an edge of G′.
• if v is a node of G′ and is an “and”-node of G then every

edge (v, w) of G is an edge of G′.
• if (v, w) is an edge of G′ then v and w are nodes of G′.
Let G be an “and-or” graph for (X,Γ), G′ be a marking of

G, v be a node of G′, and 〈α〉ϕ be a formula of the label of v.
A trace of 〈α〉ϕ in G′ starting from v is a sequence (v0, ϕ0),
. . . , (vk, ϕk) such that:
• v0 = v and ϕ0 = 〈α〉ϕ;
• for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, (vi−1, vi) is an edge of G′;
• for every 1 ≤ i ≤ k, ϕi is a formula of the label of vi

such that: if ϕi−1 is not a principal formula of the tableau

5If there are several applicable rules with the same priority, choose
nondeterministically one of them.



(⊥0)
Y,⊥
⊥

(⊥)
Y, p,¬p
⊥

(∧)
Y, ϕ ∧ ψ
Y, ϕ, ψ

(∨)
Y, ϕ ∨ ψ
Y, ϕ | Y, ψ

(2;)
Y, [α;β]ϕ
Y, [α][β]ϕ

(3;)
Y, 〈α;β〉ϕ
Y, 〈α〉〈β〉ϕ

(2∪)
Y, [α ∪ β]ϕ
Y, [α]ϕ, [β]ϕ

(3∪)
Y, 〈α ∪ β〉ϕ

Y, 〈α〉ϕ | Y, 〈β〉ϕ

(2?)
Y, [ψ?]ϕ
Y, ψ | Y, ϕ

(3?)
Y, 〈ψ?〉ϕ
Y, ψ, ϕ

(2∗)
Y, [α∗]ϕ

Y, ϕ, [α][α∗]ϕ
(3∗)

Y, 〈α∗〉ϕ
Y, ϕ | Y, 〈α〉〈α∗〉ϕ

(cut)
Y

Y, ϕ | Y,2ς〈ς−〉ϕ
if

{
Y contains neither ϕ nor 2ς〈ς−〉ϕ but 〈ς〉ψ for some ψ, and [ς−]ϕ ∈ cls(Y ∪ Γ),
and ϕ /∈ rfs(v), where v is the current node to which the rule is applied

(trans)
Y

&{ ({ϕ} ∪ {ψ s.t. [ς]ψ ∈ Y or 2ςψ ∈ Y } ∪ Γ) s.t. 〈ς〉ϕ ∈ Y }

Figure 1. Rules of the tableau calculus CCPDL

rule expanding vi−1, then the rule must be a static rule
and ϕi = ϕi−1, else

– if the rule is (3;), (3∪) or (3∗) then ϕi is the
formula obtained from ϕi−1,

– else if the rule is (3?) and ϕi−1 =〈ψ?〉ξ then ϕi = ξ,
– else the rule is (trans), ϕi−1 is of the form 〈σ〉ξ

and is the label of the edge (vi−1, vi), and ϕi = ξ.

A trace (v0, ϕ0), . . . , (vk, ϕk) of 〈α〉ϕ in G′ is called a 3-
realization in G′ for 〈α〉ϕ at v0 if ϕk = ϕ.

A marking G′ of an “and-or” graph G for (X,Γ) is
consistent if:

• local consistency: G′ does not contain any node with
label {⊥};

• global consistency: for every node v of G′, every formula
of the form 〈α〉ϕ of the label of v has a 3-realization
(starting at v) in G′.

In Figure 2 we give a part of an “and-or” graph for
({¬p, 〈σ∗〉[(σ−)∗]p}, ∅). The formula 〈(σ−)∗〉¬p at the node
(13) does not have any 3-realization in any marking with
the local consistency property. Hence, the nodes (10), (12)-
(16), (18) do not belong to any potential consistent marking.
Consequently, the formula 〈σ〉〈σ∗〉[(σ−)∗]p of the node (17)
does not have any 3-realization in any potential consistent
marking. Therefore, without expanding the nodes (19) and
(20), one can conclude that the graph does not have any
consistent marking. By Theorem 2, it follows that the set
{¬p, 〈σ∗〉[(σ−)∗]p} is unsatisfiable (w.r.t. ∅).

Theorem 2: Let X and Γ be finite sets of formulas in
NCNF of the primitive language, and G be an “and-or” graph
for (X,Γ). Then X is satisfiable w.r.t. the set Γ of global
assumptions iff G has a consistent marking.

The “only if” direction means soundness of CCPDL, while
the “if” direction means completeness of CCPDL. See the
full version [17] for the proof of soundness. Completeness
of CCPDL is considered in the next section.

IV. COMPLETENESS

We give a sketch of the completeness proof of CCPDL.
It goes via model graphs, and the technique has previously
been used in [8], [15], [18], [21]. A model graph is a tuple
〈W, (Rς)ς∈Π1 , H〉, where W is a set of nodes, Rς for ς ∈ Π1

is a binary relation on W , and H is a function that maps each
node of W to a set of formulas. Model graphs differ from
“and-or” graphs in that a model graph contains only “and”-
nodes and its edges are labeled by atomic programs.

Given a model graph M = 〈W, (Rς)ς∈Π1 , H〉, the Kripke
model M′ defined by ∆M

′
= W , σM

′
= Rσ ∪ (Rσ−)−1 for

σ ∈ Π0, and pM
′

= {w ∈ W | p ∈ H(w)} for p ∈ Φ0 is
called the Kripke model corresponding to M.

Let G be an “and-or” graph for (X,Γ) with a consistent
marking G′ and let v be a node of G′. A saturation path of
v w.r.t. G′ is a finite sequence v0 = v, v1, . . . , vk of nodes
of G′, with k ≥ 0, such that, for every 0 ≤ i < k, vi is an
“or”-node and (vi, vi+1) is an edge of G′, and vk is an “and”-
node. It can be shown that each node v of G′ has a saturation
path w.r.t. G′ [17].

Roughly speaking, given an “and-or” graph G with a con-
sistent marking G′, to construct a model graph one can stick
together the nodes in a “saturation path” of a node of G′ to
create a node for the model graph.

Completeness of CPDL is formulated as follows:

Lemma 3: Let X and Γ be finite sets of formulas in NCNF
of the primitive language, and let G be an “and-or” graph



(1): (3∗), or
¬p, 〈σ∗〉[(σ−)∗]p

//

��

(2): (2∗)

¬p, [(σ−)∗]p
// (4): (⊥)

¬p, p, . . .
// (5)
⊥

(3): (cut), or
¬p, 〈σ〉〈σ∗〉[(σ−)∗]p

//

��

(6): (2∗)

¬p, 〈σ〉〈σ∗〉[(σ−)∗]p,

[(σ−)∗]p

// (8): (⊥)

¬p, p, . . .

99sssssssssssss

(7): (trans)

¬p, 〈σ〉〈σ∗〉[(σ−)∗]p,

2σ〈σ−〉〈(σ−)∗〉¬p
//

(9): (3∗), or
〈σ∗〉[(σ−)∗]p,

〈σ−〉〈(σ−)∗〉¬p
//

��

(10): (2∗)

[(σ−)∗]p,

〈σ−〉〈(σ−)∗〉¬p

��
(17): (trans), and
〈σ〉〈σ∗〉[(σ−)∗]p,

〈σ−〉〈(σ−)∗〉¬p,
2σ〈σ−〉〈(σ−)∗〉¬p

88ppppppppppp

��

(11): (cut), or
〈σ〉〈σ∗〉[(σ−)∗]p,

〈σ−〉〈(σ−)∗〉¬p
oo

��

(12): (trans)

p, [σ−][(σ−)∗]p,

〈σ−〉〈(σ−)∗〉¬p

��
(20): unexpanded
〈(σ−)∗〉¬p

(16): (2∗)

〈σ〉〈σ∗〉[(σ−)∗]p,

〈σ−〉〈(σ−)∗〉¬p,
[(σ−)∗]p

��

(13): (2∗)

〈(σ−)∗〉¬p,
[(σ−)∗]p

��
(19): unexpanded
〈σ∗〉[(σ−)∗]p

(18): (trans), and
〈σ〉〈σ∗〉[(σ−)∗]p,

〈σ−〉〈(σ−)∗〉¬p,
p, [σ−][(σ−)∗]p

99sssssssssss

oo
(14): (3∗), or
〈(σ−)∗〉¬p,

p, [σ−][(σ−)∗]p

//

^^

(15): (⊥)

¬p, p, . . .

OO

Figure 2. A part of an “and-or” graph for ({¬p, 〈σ∗〉[(σ−)∗]p}, ∅). In the main part of each node we display the formulas of the label of the node. We
do not display the sets rfs( ) of the nodes. The edges ((7), (9)), ((17), (9)), and ((18), (19)) are labeled by 〈σ〉〈σ∗〉[(σ−)∗]p. The edges ((12), (13)),
((18), (13)), and ((17), (20)) are labeled by 〈σ−〉〈(σ−)∗〉¬p. To derive inconsistency of the graph, one does not need to expand the nodes (19) and (20).

for (X,Γ). Suppose that G has a consistent marking G′. Then
X is satisfiable w.r.t. the set Γ of global assumptions.

Proof: (Sketch) We construct a model graph M =
〈W, (Rς)ς∈Π1 , H〉 as follows:

1) Let v0 be the root of G′ and v0, . . . , vk be a saturation
path of v0 w.r.t. G′. Set Rς = ∅ for all ς ∈ Π1 and set
W = {τ}, where τ is a new node. Set H(τ) := L(vk)∪
rfs(vk). Mark τ as unresolved and set f(τ) = vk. (Each
node of M will be marked either as unresolved or as
resolved, and f will map each node of M to an “and”-
node of G′.)

2) While W contains unresolved nodes, take one unre-
solved node w0 and do:

a) For every 〈ς〉〈α1〉 . . . 〈αh〉ϕ ∈ H(w0), where ϕ is
not of the form 〈β〉ψ, do:
i) Let ϕ0 = 〈ς〉〈α1〉 . . . 〈αh〉ϕ, and for 1 ≤ i ≤ h

let ϕi = 〈αi〉 . . . 〈αh〉ϕ, and let ϕh+1 = ϕ.
Let u0 = f(w0). (As a maintained property
of f , ϕ0 belongs to the label of u0.) Let the
sequence (u0, ϕ0), (u1, ϕ1) be a 3-realization
in G′ for ϕ0 at u0. Let i1 = 1. For 1 ≤ l ≤
h, let the sequence (uil , ϕl), . . . , (uil+1 , ϕl+1)

be a 3-realization in G′ for ϕl at uil . Let
uih+1 , . . . , um be a saturation path of uih+1

w.r.t. G′.
ii) Let j0 = 0 < j1 < . . . < jn−1 < jn = m be

all the indices such that, for 0 ≤ j ≤ m, uj is
an “and”-node of G iff j ∈ {j0, . . . , jn}. For
0 ≤ s ≤ n − 1, let 〈ςs〉ψs be the label of the
edge (ujs , ujs+1) of G′. (We have that ς0 = ς .)

iii) For 1 ≤ s ≤ n do:

A) Let Zs = L(ujs) ∪ rfs(ujs).
B) If there does not exist ws ∈ W such

that H(ws) = Zs then: add a new node
ws to W , set H(ws) = Zs, mark ws as
unresolved, and set f(ws) = ujs .

C) Add the pair (ws−1, ws) to Rςs−1 .

b) Mark w0 as resolved.

As H is a one-to-one function and H(w) of each w ∈ W
is a subset of the closure cls(X ∪ Γ), the above construction
terminates and results in a finite model graph.

Observe that, in the above construction we transform the
chain u0, . . . , um of nodes of G′, which is a trace of ϕ0 at u0

that ends with ϕ at um, to a chain w0, . . . , wn of nodes ofM



by sticking together nodes in every maximal saturation path
and using both the sets L(ui) and rfs(ui). It can be shown
that the Kripke model corresponding to M validates Γ and
satisfies X at τ . Hence, X is satisfiable w.r.t. Γ.

V. AN EXPTIME DECISION PROCEDURE FOR CPDL

Let X and Γ be finite sets of formulas in NCNF of
the primitive language. In this section, we present a simple
EXPTIME algorithm for checking satisfiability of X w.r.t. the
set Γ of global assumptions. Optimizations for the algorithm
are discussed in the next section.

Let G be an “and-or” graph for (X,Γ), and G′ be a marking
of G. The graph Gt of traces of G′ in G is defined as follows:
• nodes of Gt are pairs (v, ϕ), where v is a node of G and
ϕ is a formula of the label of v,

• a pair ((v, ϕ), (w,ψ)) is an edge of Gt if v is a node
of G′, ϕ is of the form 〈α〉ξ, and the sequence (v, ϕ),
(w,ψ) is a trace of ϕ in G′.

A node (v, ϕ) of Gt is an end node if ϕ is not of the form
〈α〉ξ. A node of Gt is productive if there is a path connecting
it to an end node.

Consider now Algorithm 1 (see Figure 3) for checking
satisfiability of X w.r.t. Γ. The algorithm starts by constructing
an “and-or” graph G with root v0 for (X,Γ). After that
it collects the nodes of G whose labels are unsatisfiable
w.r.t. Γ. Such nodes are said to be unsat and kept in the
set UnsatNodes. Initially, if G contains a node with label
{⊥} then the node is unsat. When a node or a number of
nodes become unsat, the algorithm propagates the status unsat
backwards through the “and-or” graph using the procedure
updateUnsatNodes (see Figure 3). This procedure has the
property that, after calling it if the root v0 of G does not belong
to UnsatNodes then the maximal subgraph of G without
nodes from UnsatNodes, denoted by G′, is a marking of
G. After each calling of updateUnsatNodes, the algorithm
finds the nodes of G′ that make the marking not satisfying the
global consistency property. Such a task is done by creating
the graph Gt of traces of G′ in G and finding nodes v of G′

such that the label of v contains a formula of the form 〈α〉ϕ but
(v, 〈α〉ϕ) is not a productive node of Gt. If the set V of such
nodes is empty then G′ is a consistent marking (provided that
v0 /∈ UnsatNodes) and the algorithm stops with a positive
answer. Otherwise, V is used to update UnsatNodes by
calling updateUnsatNodes(G,UnsatNodes, V ). After that
call, if v0 ∈ UnsatNodes then the algorithm stops with
a negative answer, else the algorithm repeats the loop of
collecting unsat nodes. Note that, we can construct Gt only
the first time and update it appropriately each time when
UnsatNodes is changed.

Define the length of a formula ϕ to be the number of
symbols occurring in ϕ, and the size of a finite set of formulas
to be the length of the conjunction of its formulas.

Lemma 4: Let X and Γ be finite sets of formulas in NCNF
of the primitive language, n be the size of X∪Γ, and G be an
“and-or” graph for (X,Γ). Then G has 2O(n2) nodes and the

Algorithm 1:
Input: finite sets X and Γ of formulas in NCNF of the

primitive language.
Output: true if X is satisfiable w.r.t. Γ, and false otherwise.

1) construct an “and-or” graph G with root v0 for (X,Γ);
2) UnsatNodes := ∅;
3) if G contains a node v with label {⊥} then

updateUnsatNodes(G,UnsatNodes, {v});
4) if v0 ∈ UnsatNodes then return false;
5) let G′ be the maximal subgraph of G without nodes

from UnsatNodes; (G′ is thus a marking of G)
6) construct the graph Gt of traces of G′ in G;
7) while v0 /∈ UnsatNodes do:

a) let V be the set of all nodes v of G′ such that the
label of v contains a formula of the form 〈α〉ϕ
but (v, 〈α〉ϕ) is not a productive node of Gt;

b) if V = ∅ then return true;
c) updateUnsatNodes(G,UnsatNodes, V );
d) if v0 ∈ UnsatNodes then return false;
e) let G′ be the maximal subgraph of G without

nodes from UnsatNodes; (G′ is thus a marking
of G)

f) update Gt to the graph of traces of G′ in G;

PROCEDURE updateUnsatNodes(G,UnsatNodes, V )
Input: an “and-or” graph G and sets UnsatNodes, V of

nodes of G, where V contains new unsat nodes.
Output: a new set UnsatNodes.

1) UnsatNodes := UnsatNodes ∪ V ;
2) while V is not empty do:

a) take out a node v from V ;
b) for every father node u of v, if

u /∈ UnsatNodes and either u is an
“and”-node or u is an “or”-node and all the
successor nodes of u belong to UnsatNodes
then add u to both UnsatNodes and V ;

Figure 3. Algorithm for checking satisfiability of X w.r.t. Γ.

sets L(v) and rfs(v) of each node v contain at most O(n2)
formulas.

Proof: Just note that the sets L(v) and rfs(v) of each
node v of G are subsets of the closure cls(X ∪ Γ), which
contains at most O(n2) formulas (cf. [13, Lemma 6.3]), and
the graph is constructed using global caching.

Lemma 5: Algorithm 1 runs in exponential time in the size
of X ∪ Γ.

Proof: By Lemma 4, the graph G can be constructed
in 2O(n2) steps and has 2O(n2) nodes, where n is the size of
X∪Γ. As the sets L(v) and rfs(v) of each node v of G contain
at most O(n2) formulas, each time when UnsatNodes is
extended Gt can be constructed or updated in 2O(n2) steps.
Computing the set V can be done in polynomial time in the



size of Gt, and hence also in 2O(n2) steps. An execution of
updateUnsatNodes is done in polynomial time in the size
of G, and hence also in 2O(n2) steps. As the set UnsatNodes
is extended at most 2O(n2) times, the total time for executing
Algorithm 1 is of rank 2O(n2).

Theorem 6: Let X and Γ denote finite sets of formulas in
NCNF of the primitive language. Algorithm 1 is an EXPTIME
decision procedure for checking whether X is satisfiable w.r.t.
the set Γ of global assumptions.

Proof: It is easy to show that the algorithm satisfies the
invariant that a consistent marking of G cannot contain any
node of UnsatNodes. The algorithm returns false only when
the root v0 belongs to UnsatNodes, that is, only when G
does not have any consistent marking. At Step 7b, G′ is
a marking of G that satisfies the local consistency property. If
at that step V = ∅ then it satisfies also the global consistency
property and is thus a consistent marking of G. That is, the
algorithm returns true only when G has a consistent marking.
Therefore, by Theorem 2, Algorithm 1 is a decision procedure
for the considered problem. The complexity was established
by Lemma 5.

VI. OPTIMIZATIONS

In this section we discuss optimizations for Algorithm 1
given in the previous section. Observe that the algorithm
first constructs an “and-or” graph and then checks whether
the graph contains a consistent marking. To speed up the
performance these two tasks can be done concurrently. For this
we update the structures UnsatNodes, G′, Gt mentioned in
the algorithm “on-the-fly” during the construction of G. The
main changes are as follows:
• During the construction of the “and-or” graph G, each

node of G has status unexpanded, expanded, unsat or sat.
The initial status of a new node is unexpanded. When
a node is expanded, we change its status to expanded.
The status of a node changes to unsat (resp. sat) when
there is evidence that the label of the node is unsatisfiable
(resp. satisfiable) w.r.t. Γ. When a node becomes unsat,
we insert it into the set UnsatNodes.

• When a node of G is expanded or G′ is modified, we
update Gt appropriately.

• When a new node is created, if its label contains ⊥ or
a clashing pair ϕ, ϕ then we change the status of the
node to unsat. This is the implicit application of the rule
(⊥0) and a generalized form of the rule (⊥). Thus, we
can drop the explicit rules (⊥0) and (⊥). When a non-
empty set V of nodes of G becomes unsat, we call
updateUnsatNodes(G,UnsatNodes, V ) to update the
set UnsatNodes.

• When UnsatNodes is modified, we update G′ appropri-
ately.

• Since Gt is not completed during the construction, when
computing the set V of nodes of G′ that cause G′ not
satisfying the global consistency property as in Step 7a
of Algorithm 1 we treat a node (v, ϕ) of Gt also as an

end-node if v has status unexpanded or sat.6 We compute
such a set V occasionally, accordingly to some criteria,
and when Gt has been completed. The computation is
done by propagating “productiveness” backward through
the graph Gt. The nodes of the resulting V become unsat.

During the construction of the “and-or” graph G, if a sub-
graph of G has been fully expanded in the sense that none
of its nodes has status unexpanded or has a descendant node
with status unexpanded then each node of the subgraph can
be determined to be unsat or sat regardlessly of the rest of
G. That is, if a node of the subgraph cannot be determined to
be unsat by the operations described in the above list then we
can set its status to sat. This technique was proposed in [16].

Recently, the first author has implemented a tableau prover
called TGC (Tableau with Global Caching) [16] for checking
consistency of a concept w.r.t. a TBox in the description logic
ALC. He has developed and implemented for TGC a special
set of optimizations that co-operates very well with global
caching and various search strategies on search spaces of the
form “and-or” graph. Apart from search strategies and global
caching for nodes of the constructed “and-or” graph, TGC also
uses other optimizations like normalizing formulas, caching
formulas using an efficient catalogue, simplification, semantic
branching, propagation of unsat in a local scale using unsat-
cores and subset-checking for parent nodes and brother nodes,
as well as cutoffs. The test results of TGC on the sets T98-
sat and T98-kb of DL’98 Systems Comparison are comparable
with the test results of the best systems DLP-98 and FaCT-
98 that took part in that comparison (see [16]). One can say
that the mentioned test sets are not representative for practical
applications, but the comparison at least shows that various
optimization techniques can be applied together with global
caching to significantly increase efficiency of tableau decision
procedures for modal and description logics.

Most of the optimization techniques of TGC can be applied
for our decision procedure for CCPDL. However, a few things
need be further worked out. The first one is how to efficiently
compute “unsat-core” of a node that becomes unsat because
it violates the global consistency property.7 The second one is
what normalized form should be used for formulas in CPDL. It
is not difficult to give some solutions for these two problems,
but their usefulness should be estimated by tests. Despite that
the applicability of our rule (cut) is quite restricted, the rule
is inflexible. It is possible that one can work out a more
sophisticated condition for the applicability of the rule (cut).
On the implementation level, we hope that depth-first search
together with propagation of unsat for parent/brother nodes
and cutoffs significantly reduces the negative side effects of
cuts. If this is not the case, one can try to delay cuts in an
appropriate way (preserving completeness).

6Note that if v has status unexpanded (resp. sat) then (v, ϕ) may (resp.
must) be a productive node of Gt.

7An unsat-core of a node is a subset of the label of the node that causes the
node unsat. The smaller an unsat-core, the better its usefulness (for subset-
checking).



VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a novel tableau calculus and an optimal
(EXPTIME) tableau decision procedure based on the calculus
for the satisfiability problem of propositional dynamic logic
with converse. Our procedure can be implemented together
with various useful optimization techniques like the ones of
TGC [16].

Our decision procedure for CPDL substantially differs from
the procedure given by De Giacomo and Massacci [3] for
CPDL:
• Our decision procedure has optimal complexity EXP-

TIME, while the formal decision procedure given by De
Giacomo and Massacci [3] has non-optimal complexity
NEXPTIME. The method described in [3] for transform-
ing their procedure to an EXPTIME version is informal,
unclear, and has not been proved sound.

• Our decision procedure uses traditional (unlabeled)
tableau rules, while the decision procedure of [3] uses
labeled (prefixed) tableau rules.

• Our cut rule is of the kind of “guessing the future”, which
allows global caching in the natural way, while the cut
rule used in [3] is of the kind “look behind” for modifying
labels of ancestor nodes and it is not clear how to combine
that kind of cut with global caching. Furthermore, the
applicability of our cut rule is much more restricted than
that of the cut rule of [3], which would make our decision
procedure more efficient when implemented.

Our decision procedure for CPDL exploits the ideas of
global caching and fulfilling eventualities of Pratt’s work [20]
on PDL, but we have formulated tableaux directly as “and-
or” graphs, which makes our calculus and decision procedure
for CPDL simpler and easier to understand and implement.
Also note that our extension for dealing with converse is not
trivial at all. In [19], Pratt wrote “We do not have a practical
approach to this difficulty with converse, and our practical
procedure therefore does not deal with converse.”.
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